GULLIBLE'S TRAVELS:  The Spin!

aka Plausibility

By Dr. Dan Cheatham

Jesus taught us to be "HARMLESS AS DOVES BUT WISE AS SERPENTS." In other words, NOT to be gullible! Jesus taught, "BEWARE OF MEN." In other words, watch out for hidden agendas and sly, clever SPINS of men. So many in our culture are smooth CON MEN or at best... CHARMERS!

The problem is that one can SPIN an untruth in such a way that it APPEARS to be legitimate and true. As someone noted many years ago: "BEWARE OF THE HALF-TRUTH! YOU MAY HAVE HOLD THE WRONG END!" Our former imposter president Barack Hussein Obama and his administration (and many other politicians, musical artists, and media pundits, and lobbying groups) do this habitually and masterfully! Clever but demonic! Brood of vipers Jesus and John the Baptist would call them!

They are training the average American that such deceiving of others is OK! But IT IS NOT! WORDS AND LANGUAGES WERE CREATED BY GOD! Speech and communication are sacred because God created them. Words are holy things! Words are the most powerful things in the universe and each man will be judged, according to many scriptures, of how he or she used them in this life. To manipulate others? To enrich and nourish others? To lie to others? To lift others? COMMUNICATING PURE UNPOLLUTED TRUTH IN EVERY VENUE AND IN EVERY STRATA OF SOCIETY IS OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE as both a pillar of society and as the lynchpin for people's eternal destiny!

We live in the AGE OF THE FIXER! The average famous person has on retainer a staff of FIXERS who can cover up the famous person's lies, past life, hidden agendas. These FIXERS are masters that can attack their client's enemies and hush their critics via legal actions, bribes, kickbacks, murders, and smear campaigns. IT IS A SICK CULTURE WE FIND OURSELVES LIVING IN. The only reason Barack Hussein could ascend the heights of politics so suddenly was the Millions of Dollars spent by his fixers. So much was covered up that the average voter would never dig deep enough to research the deep dark evil and conspiracy behind the whole fiasco. HENCE THE IMPOSTER OCCUPIED THE HIGHEST OFFICE IN THE LAND destroying marriage, sodomizing the military, sanctioning the murder of millions of babies in the womb, doubling the national debt, defying the rule of law with arrogance, and trying to change the constitution and bill of rights, literally SHAKING HIS FIST IN THE FACE OF GOD AND OUR FOUNDERS AT EVERY TURN!

Aren't you glad JESUS DIDN'T NEED A FIXER!
Aren't you glad JESUS DIDN'T COME AS A POLITICIAN OR MUSICIAN!
Aren't you glad JESUS CAME WITH ZERO HIDDEN AGENDAS!

Here are some ways you and I can be SPUN daily, and these things are happening so often and so fast that we can easily MISS THEM without discerning ears and minds. These so-called tactics (lies) are so engrained now in our culture that most cannot even spot them and separate them when used in speeches, etc.:

1. **Plausible Association**: Make your cause seem just by mentioning it in the middle of other causes that were or are indeed just and legitimate. Confuse the listener by lumping together your cause with others that legitimizes your own, even though your own is not ANYTHING like the other causes you mention. (e.g. Gay Marriage being lumped in with the Civil Rights movement, when all along the two are different as night and day.)

2. **Plausible Deniability**: A political term that says you can do something which will be easily denied, and that that denial will be taken as the truth by most people who do not have the intellect to realize that the denial is a lie, which is most people in a poorly educated population. This concept was originally considered when the Nazi party came into power in Germany in 1933. Paul Joseph was a German politician and Reich Minister of Propaganda in Nazi Germany from 1933 to 1945. He developed the concept of Plausible Deniability when he issued the command, "Lie! Lie! lie! and they will believe you." (Like one of the architects of Obamacare, Gruber, who has been caught on video five times so far calling voters stupid and that Obamacare would never have passed if they hadn't lied and hidden things like they did.)

3. **Plausible Legality**: If it is legal, it's automatically legitimate, when all along God teaches in His Word that everything LEGAL is NOT LAWFUL whatsoever... from His perspective. If it's codified, it's automatically legit, so the thinking goes. But it was ILLEGAL to speak ill of Hitler in Germany. It was ILLEGAL NOT TO BOW to the Nebuchadnezzar statue in the Book of Daniel. It's ILLEGAL to be a Christian in many Muslim nations and in China! But does this make it LAWFUL? There is a difference between LEGAL and LAWFUL! Daniel knew this! John the Baptist knew this! Joseph knew this! The Twelve Apostles knew this! UNLAWFUL LEGAL POLICIES must be challenged, resisted and disobeyed as necessary.

4. **Plausible Intolerance**: If anyone challenges your agenda, they're just being intolerant, and not being nice to you and all your minions and sycophants who are automatically right. So, accuse them of being intolerant people.

5. **Plausible Commentary**: Smooth it all over! Smile. Woo the listeners with your charisma and smooth speech! Play it all down!
6. **Plausible Relabeling and Renaming:** Place a new label or name on something that is evil and mention the new terminology so many times and in so many acceptable or surprise formats that the listeners become completely desensitized to what used to be considered evil and sin. Break down their defenses over the long haul by sugar-coating a behavior with a new name. (e.g. Homo = Gay, Murder = Abortion = Choice.) Call evil good and good evil so many times and from so many angles that you successfully redefine something the way you want it or imagine it to be!

*Isaiah 5:20 KJV - Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for light, and light for darkness; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter!*

7. **Plausible Marginalization:** Throw the enemy under the bus by declaring them irrelevant or taking actions that push their voices out of the limelight and into obscurity. Make them fade into obscurity at any cost. Say that your view is the view of the majority and that your critics' views are fringe and extremist and strange and radical. Laugh or scoff at your enemy.

8. **Plausible Victimization:** Make yourself out the victim of unfair criticism or actions and appeal to people's sympathies and sentiments. After all, it's just natural for them to root for the one mistreated.

9. **Plausible Ignorance:** Pretend that you are smarter than your critics and make fun of anyone that disagrees with you. “Bless their darling hearts, they just don't know any better!” (“Listen to me, I'm the ultimate authority on all matters!”). Very similar to Plausible Intolerance.
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